ACI Worldwide hosted an Investor Day yesterday in Naples, Florida, with management providing company updates and an enhanced five-year business plan. The presentations by management focused on a number of opportunities in real-time payments, eCommerce and merchant payment, digital banking, and bill-payment. The company also refocused their business structure and platforms, with an emphasis on six products addressing four customer groups (and in two models: On-Premise and On-Demand) all running as part of the Universal Payments (UP) structure, which was first introduced last year.

- There was a heavy focus on opportunities within real time payments, with management noting over 30 countries live with real time payments. Real time payments will continue to contribute to growth with 45 customers expected live by the end of the year. Management noted ACI is deploying their UP real time capabilities as Malaysia ramps their real-time network.

- Recently, management divided reporting on the business into two major categories, Software deployed On Premise and Software deployed On Demand (SaaS delivered through the Cloud). On Premise represents an approximately $600M annual revenue business with over 55% adjusted EBITDA margins. Cloud deployed software represents an approximately $425M annual revenue business with adjusted EBITDA margins close to break-even. Over the last five years, the company heavily invested in ramping their cloud-based infrastructure. Noting the $2B backlog in cloud contracts, management stated the majority of the company’s future growth in revenue as well as margin expansion should stem from cloud deployed solutions. In 3Q18, the On Demand segment generated $3M in EBITDA in the quarter versus small losses in five of the last six quarters.

- Management’s 5-year financial goals include organic revenue growth in the mid- to upper-single digits with roughly 100bp adjusted EBITDA margin expansion per year. Margin expansion is anticipated to stem primarily from high incremental margins in the On Demand segment. Management affirmed the longer-term outlook they provided earlier this year for adjusted EBITDA (under ASC 606), including $300M-$315M for 2019 and $335M-$350M for 2020. This outlook contemplates 9%-10% compound annual growth in adjusted EBITDA (at the midpoints) from 2017 to 2020. Free cash flow is expected to track with EBITDA with a leverage target of roughly 2.5x.

- Management continues to forecast high single digit new bookings growth and they are well positioned to meet or exceed this goal in 2018. While new business bookings (SNET) for the 3Q fell 13%, on a YTD basis, new bookings have increased 27% year-over-year.

- Overall, we viewed the Investor Day update positively, though no new material information was provided. Management continues to execute on their multi-year plan to accelerate growth in revenue and earnings through investments in the solution set.

- We are maintaining our BUY rating and $34 price target, representing an enterprise value of just under 14x our adjusted EBITDA forecast for 2020.
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